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Abstract
Searches for scalar top and scalar bottom quarks, as well as for mass-degenerate scalar quarks of the first two families are
performed at 189 GeV centre-of-mass energy with the L3 detector at LEP. No signals are observed. Model-independent
˜
0
˜limits on the scalar top production cross sections are determined for the decay modes t “cx and t “b l n. For scalar˜ ˜1 1 1
quarks of the other flavours q“qx0 decays are considered. Within the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard˜ ˜ 1
Model mass limits are set at 95% C.L. for these particles. Indirect limits on the gluino mass are also derived. q 1999
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the
 . w xStandard Model MSSM 1 for each helicity state
 .of Standard Model SM quarks, q , there is aL ,R
corresponding scalar SUSY partner q . Generally,˜ L ,R
the left, q , and right, q , eigenstates mix to form˜ ˜L R
mass eigenstates. The mixing is proportional to the
corresponding SM quark mass and to the parameter
a sA ymcotb for up type quarks and a sA yq q q q
mtanb for down type ones. A is the trilinear cou-q
1 Also supported by CONICET and Universidad Nacional de
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2 Also supported by Panjab University, Chandigarh-160014,
India.
3 Deceased.
4 Also supported by the Hungarian OTKA fund under contract
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5 Supported by the German Bundesministerium fur Bildung,¨
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7 Supported by the Hungarian OTKA fund under contract num-
bers T019181, F023259 and T024011.
8 Supported also by the Comision Interministerial de Ciencia y´
Tecnologıa.´
pling among scalars, m the Higgsino mass parameter
and tanb the ratio of the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs fields. For the first two generations
 .of scalar quarks squarks the weak eigenstates are
also mass eigenstates to a good approximation. How-
ever, this does not hold for the squarks of the third
˜ ˜family. Due to the heavy top quark the t –t mixingL R
is enhanced, leading to a large splitting between the
two mass eigenstates. This is usually expressed in
terms of the mixing angle, u . The lighter scalarLR
 .top stop quark
˜ ˜ ˜t s t cosu q t sinu 1 .1 L LR R LR
can thus be well within the discovery range of LEP.
˜ ˜Furthermore, if tanbR10, large b –b mixing oc-L R
 .curs. This may lead to a scalar bottom sbottom
˜quark, b , also light enough to be accessible at LEP.1
In the present analysis, R-parity conservation is
assumed, which implies that SUSY particles spar-
.ticles are produced in pairs; heavier sparticles decay
into lighter ones and the Lightest Supersymmetric
 .Particle LSP is stable. In the MSSM the best LSP
candidate is the weakly interacting lightest neu-
tralino, x0.˜ 1
Squark pair production at LEP proceeds via the
exchange of Zrg bosons in the s-channel. The
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 471 1999 308–320312
production cross section is governed by two free
parameters: the squark mass and the mixing angle,
w xu 2 . At cosu ;0.57 the stop decouples fromLR LR
the Z and the cross section is minimal. The corre-
sponding value is cosu ;0.39 for the sbottom.LR
The cross section reaches the maximum at cosu sLR
1 when the light squark mass eigenstate is the weak
eigenstate.
At LEP energies the most important stop decay
0
˜
q
˜channels are: t “cx , bn l , b ln , and bx , where˜ ˜˜1 1 l l 1
˜the l and n are the supersymmetric partners of the
˜l
charged leptons and neutrinos, and the x0 and xq˜ ˜1 1
are the lightest neutralino and chargino, respectively.
˜
"The t “bx decay channel is the dominant one˜1 1
when kinematically allowed. However, the current
w xlimits on the chargino mass 3 preclude this decay to
occur, except for a small region in the MSSM pa-
 .rameter space with the common scalar mass m0
˜˜from 60 to 90 GeV. Similarly, the t “bn l decay1 l
w xis precluded by the current limits 4 on charged
scalar lepton masses. The stop analysis is performed
˜
0
˜considering the t “cx and t “b ln decay chan-˜ ˜1 1 1 l
nels, with n decaying invisibly n “n x0. Since˜˜ ˜l l l 1
˜
0the t “cx is a flavour changing weak decay, the˜1 1
˜t “b ln channel is dominant when kinematically
˜1 l
allowed. Therefore the two decay modes are investi-
gated each with the assumption of 100% branching
˜fraction. For the stop three-body decay channel t “1
b ln , two scenarios are considered: l being e, m or
˜l
t with equal probabilities or pure t . The latter
occurs at high tanb values.
For sbottom, as well as for the first two genera-
tions of squarks, the q“qx0 decay mode is investi-˜ ˜ 1
gated under the assumption of 100% branching frac-
tion.
˜
0Since the stop two-body decay t “cx is a˜1 1
˜second order weak decay, the lifetime of the t is1
larger than the typical hadronisation time of 10y23 s.
˜The t “b l n decay proceeds via a virtual chargino˜1
exchange and the lifetime is also expected to be
larger than the hadronisation time. Thus the stop will
first hadronise and then decay. For the sbottom the
situation depends on the gaugino-higgsino content of
the neutralino: for a gaugino-like neutralino the sbot-
tom lifetime is expected to be larger than the hadro-
nisation time. In the present analysis a ‘hadronisation
before decay’ scenario is followed. Although hadro-
nisation does not change the final event topology, it
affects the track multiplicity, the jet properties and
the event shape.
The present study supersedes previous L3 limits
w xon stop and sbottom quark productions 5 . Searches
for supersymmetric quarks have been performed by
w x w xother LEP 6 and by TEVATRON 7,8 experi-
ments.
2. Data samples and simulation
The data used in the present analysis were col-
’lected in 1998 at s s189 GeV using the L3 detec-
w x y1tor 9 . The total integrated luminosity is 176.4 pb .
 .Monte Carlo MC samples of squark events are
generated using a PYTHIA based event generator
w x10 . The squark mass has been varied from 45 GeV
up to the kinematical limit and the x0 mass from 1˜ 1
GeV to M y2 GeV or to M y5 GeV for the stop
˜ ˜t b1 1
˜and sbottom two-body decay modes. The t “b l n˜1
˜and t “bt n channels are generated with n mass˜ ˜1
from 43 GeV to M y7 GeV. In total 160 samples
˜t1
are generated, each with at least 2000 events.
The following MC programs are used to estimate
w xthe Standard Model backgrounds: PYTHIA 11 for
q y q y q y q ye e “qq, e e “ZZ and e e “Ze e , KO-
w x q y q y w xRALZ 12 for e e “t t , KORALW 13 for
q y q y w x q ye e “W W , EXCALIBUR 14 for e e “
" . q y q yw xW e n, PHOJET 15 for e e “e e qq and
w x q y q y q yDIAG36 16 for e e “e e t t . The number of
simulated events for each background process ex-
ceeds by 100 times the statistics of the collected data
samples except for the two-photon collision pro-
cesses, for which the MC statistics amounts to only
twice the data.
The response of the L3 detector is simulated using
w xthe GEANT 3.15 package 17 . It takes into account
effects of energy loss, multiple scattering and show-
ering in the detector materials and in the beam pipe.
Hadronic interactions are simulated with the
w xGHEISHA program 18 .
3. Event preselection
˜
0
˜
0The signal events of t “cx and b “bx con-˜ ˜1 1 1 1
tain two high multiplicity acoplanar jets originated
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from c or b-quarks. In addition, two charged leptons
˜are present in the t “b l n decay channel. The˜1
neutralinos and sneutrinos in the final state escape
detection leading to missing energy in the event. A
common preselection is applied to obtain a sample of
unbalanced hadronic events. The events have to ful-
fill the following requirements: more than four tracks;
at least 10 but not more than 40 calorimetric clusters;
a visible energy, E , between 5 GeV and 150 GeV;vis
an energy deposition in the forward calorimeters less
than 10 GeV and a total energy in the 308 cone
around the beam pipe less than 0.25=E ; a trans-vis
verse missing momentum, P miss, greater than 2 GeVT
and a sinus of the polar angle of the missing momen-
tum, sinu , greater than 0.2.miss
After the preselection 3110 events are retained,
compared with 3514"48 expected from the SM
processes, which are dominated by two-photon inter-
actions. Fig. 1 shows the distributions of E ; thevis
absolute value of the total momentum of the two jets
projected onto the direction perpendicular to the
thrust axis computed in the transverse plane, E ;TTJ
the energy of the most energetic lepton, E and thel
b-tagging event discriminant, D . D is definedBtag Btag
as the negative log-likelihood of the probability for
the event to be consistent with light quark production
w x19 . After preselection the data and MC are in good
agreement. The discrepancy in the total number of
data and MC events is localised in the low Evis
region, which is dominated by two-photon processes.
 .  .  .  .  .Fig. 1. Distributions of a E , b E see text , c the most energetic lepton energy E , and d b-tagging event discriminant D forvis TTJ l Btag
q y q ydata and MC events after preselection. Contributions from e e qq, qq and other backgrounds, dominated by W W production, are given
˜
0 0
˜ .  .separately. The distributions for expected signal events of t “cx with M s90 GeV, Mx s60 GeV a , b , t “b l n with M s90˜ ˜ ˜˜ ˜R 1 t 1 R tR R
˜
0 0 .  .GeV, Mns70 GeV c and b “bx with M s90 GeV, Mx s60 GeV d are also shown.˜ ˜ ˜˜R 1 t 1R
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This effect is taken into account by assigning a
systematic error of 10–20% on the two-photon cross
section.
4. Selection optimisation
The kinematics of the signal events strongly de-
pend on the mass difference between squark and
neutralino, DMsM yM 0 . In the very low DMq x˜ ˜ 1
region, the visible energy and track multiplicity are
low. Therefore, signal events are difficult to separate
from the two-photon interactions. For high DM val-
ues, signal events will be similar to WqWy, W "e .n
or ZZ final states. The most favourable region for the
signal and background separation is expected at DM
s20–40 GeV.
To cope with the various background sources, the
searches are performed independently in different
˜
0
˜
0DM regions. For t “cx and b “bx decays˜ ˜1 1 1 1
four selections have been optimised. These selections
typically cover DM regions of: 5–10 GeV, 10–20
˜GeV, 20–40 GeV and R40 GeV. In case of t “1
b l n decays three selections are devised for each˜
lepton flavour. These selections cover the DMsMq˜
yM region consistent with the limit M R43 GeVn n˜ ˜
w xfrom LEP1 20 .
The following kinematic variables are used in the
selections: Lower cuts on E , P miss and P missrEvis T T vis
separate signal from two-photon background,
whereas an upper cut on E removes WqWy,vis
W "e .n, ZZ and Zeqey events. A cut on sinumiss
q yrejects e e qq events. Cuts on jet acollinearity and
acoplanarity reduce the qq contribution. A veto on
the energy deposition in the 508 azimuthal sector
around the missing momentum direction suppresses
q y q yt t and qq events. The W W production, where
one W decays leptonically and W "e .n events are
removed by vetoing energetic isolated leptons. The
q ycut on E suppresses e e qq, qq as well asT TJ
WqWy backgrounds.
˜
0
˜For the selections of b “bx and t “b l n˜ ˜1 1 1
signal events, cuts are applied on the event b-tagging
variable D .Btag
At least one isolated lepton is required in the case
˜of t “b l n decays. An electron is isolated if the˜1
calorimetric energy deposition in a 108 cone around
its direction is less than 2 GeV. Muon isolation
requirement implies an energy deposition in the cone
between 58 to 108 around its direction of less than 2
GeV. A tau is isolated when the calorimetric energy
deposition in the cone between 108 to 208 around its
direction is less than 2 GeV and less than 50% of the
tau energy. Furthermore, the energy deposition in a
cone between 208 to 308 must be less than 60% of
the tau energy. Finally, a lower cut on the energy of
the most energetic lepton in the event is applied in
order to suppress mainly the two-photon and the qq
backgrounds.
The cut values on the kinematic variables are
chosen by an optimisation procedure for the different
DM regions. The procedure minimises the average
Table 1
Selection efficiencies, e , and number of expected events from SM processes, N , for a 90 GeV stop and sbottom, as a function of DMSM
 .see text
0 0
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ .DM GeV t “cx t “b l n t “bt n b “bx˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .e % N e % N e % N e % NSM SM SM SM
2 0.1 17.7 – – – – – –
5 17.5 17.7 – – – – 0.06 12.3
7 21.6 21.8 15.8 10.7 5.6 12.3 17.6 12.3
10 19.1 4.10 39.5 10.7 14.0 12.3 14.5 12.7
20 48.1 7.80 57.3 2.30 41.5 8.50 35.4 0.46
30 62.7 4.37 45.3 0.59 35.2 1.58 42.8 0.73
40 39.5 4.37 46.0 0.59 39.3 1.58 34.0 1.19
47 47.0 11.9 37.1 0.59 35.2 1.58 29.7 1.19
60 44.3 11.9 – – – – 22.8 0.52
80 38.4 7.54 – – – – 23.0 0.52
88 38.0 7.54 – – – – 21.6 0.52
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limit for an infinite number of trials assuming only
w xbackground contributions 21 . For each signal mass
point, the optimal selection or combination of selec-
tions is chosen.
The expected signal efficiencies for a 90 GeV
stop and sbottom at various DM values are given in
Table 1 together with the SM background expecta-
tions. The efficiencies for a stop signal with very low
DM;2 GeV are only valid under the assumption of
˜a short lived t .1
5. Systematic errors
The errors arising from the signal MC statistics
vary from 3% to 8% for the stop and from 3% to 7%
for the sbottom depending on selection efficiencies.
The main systematic errors on the signal selection
efficiency arise from the uncertainties in the squark
production, hadronisation and decay scheme. We
have studied the following sources of systematic
errors:
fl The squark signals are generated assuming
cosu s1. However, as their coupling to the ZLR
depends on cosu , the initial state radiationLR
spectrum is also mixing angle dependent. The
maximal influence of this source has been evalu-
ated by generating signal samples with the values
of cosu when the squarks decouple from the Z.LR
The largest decrease in the selection efficiencies,
4% for stop and 6% for sbottom, is observed at
low DM;5–10 GeV. With increasing DM the
selection efficiencies are less affected by this
source of systematics. At DM;70 GeV the error
is estimated to be negligible. Conservatively, for
the limit calculation we use the efficiencies ob-
tained at decoupling values of cosu .LR
fl The invariant mass available for spectator quarks
w xhas been assumed to be M s0.5 GeV 22 . Theeff
hadronic energy and track multiplicity of the event
depend on the value of this variable. A variation
w xof M from 0.25 GeV to 0.75 GeV 22 resultseff
in 4–12% relative change in efficiency for stop
and 6–8% for sbottom.
fl For the hadron containing a squark, the Peterson
w xfragmentation scheme 23 is used with the pa-
rameter e propagated from e such that e sq b q˜ ˜
2 2 w xe m rm with e s0.0035 24 and m s5b b q b b˜
GeV. The e is varied in the range from 0.002 tob
w x0.006 24 . This induces 5–12% and 2–6%
˜ ˜changes in the selection efficiencies for t and b ,1 1
respectively.
˜
0fl For the t “cx decays the uncertainty on the˜1 1
c-quark fragmentation parameter e results in ac
1–4% change in efficiency when e is variedc
w xfrom 0.02 to 0.06 24 . The central value is
w xchosen to be e s0.03 24 .c
˜fl For the stop three-body decay mode t “b l n,˜1
the weak structure of the decay matrix element
w x25 is taken into account. The related possible
source of systematics has been evaluated by gen-
erating signal events with only a phase-space
model. The selection efficiencies are slightly
higher in this case. Therefore the efficiency val-
ues obtained with the matrix element are used.
The overall relative systematic error on the selec-
tion efficiencies ranges from 7% to 16% and from
7% to 11% for stop and sbottom, respectively. This
Table 2
 .Number of observed events, N , and SM background expectations, N , for the stop and sbottom selections at very low 5–10 GeV , lowD SM
 .  .  .10–20 GeV , medium 20–40 GeV and high R40 GeV DM. The quoted errors are due to MC statistics only
0 0
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Selection t “cx t “b l n t “bt n b “bx˜ ˜ ˜ ˜1 1 1 1 1 1
N N N N N N N ND SM D SM D SM D SM
very low DM 19 17.7 "4.0 7 8.4 "2.7 14 12.3 "3.4 16 12.3 "3.3
low DM 3 4.1 "1.4 2 2.3 "1.3 4 8.5 "2.7 0 0.46"0.22
medium DM 5 4.37"0.63 0 0.59"0.15 0 1.58"0.94 1 0.72"0.26
high DM 8 7.54"0.74 – – – – 2 0.52"0.14
combined 35 33.1 "4.3 9 11.3 "3.0 18 21.4 "4.4 18 13.5 "3.3
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Table 3
Number of observed events, N , and SM background expectations, N , for the stop and sbottom selections. The contribution ofD SM
q y q y " . q y q y q y q y .  .  .two-fermion qq, t t , four-fermion W W , W e n, ZZ, Ze e and two-photon e e qq, e e t t processes are given
separately. The quoted errors are due to MC statistics only
Channel N N N N ND two - fermion four - fermion two - photon SM
0
˜t “cx 35 0.41"0.16 13.6 "1.1 19.1"4.2 33.1"4.3˜1 1
˜t “b l n 9 0.29"0.15 0.97"0.24 10.0"3.0 11.3"3.0˜1
˜t “bt n 18 0.29"0.15 0.49"0.19 20.5"4.4 21.4"4.4˜1
0
˜b “bx 18 0.17"0.12 1.45"0.35 11.8"3.3 13.5"3.3˜1 1
total 59 0.84"0.25 14.5 "1.1 45.1"6.5 60.4"6.5
error and the uncertainty on the background normali-
sation, dominated by MC statistics, as well as the
quoted uncertainty on two-photon background, are
w xincorporated 26 in the final results.
q y 0 0 q y 0 0˜
˜ .  .Fig. 2. Upper limits on a e e “ t “cx cx and b e e “b “bx bx production cross section times branching ratio. Limits are˜ ˜˜ ˜ ˜ ˜11 1 1 11 1 1’obtained by combining the results at centre of mass energies of s s161–172 GeV, 183 GeV and 189 GeV.
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6. Results
Table 2 summarises the number of selected data
and expected background events with different DM
selections for all investigated channels. A total of 35
˜
0
˜and 18 candidates appear in the t “cx and b “˜1 1 1
bx0 selections, whereas 33.1"4.3 and 13.5"3.3˜ 1
are expected from the SM processes. The numbers of
˜ ˜t “b l n and t “bt n candidates are 9 and 18,˜ ˜1 1
compared with 11.3"3.0 and 21.4"4.4 expected
events.
q yq y
˜ .Fig. 3. Upper limits on a e e “ t “b l nb l n, l se,m,t˜ ˜ ˜11
q y q y
˜ .assuming lepton universality and b e e “ t “bt nbt n˜ ˜ ˜11
production cross section times branching ratio. Limits are obtained
’from the s s189 GeV data.
The composition of the expected background into
two-fermion, four-fermion and two-photon processes
is given in Table 3. When all the DM selections for
all investigated channels are applied, 59 events are
retained. This is consistent with 60.4"6.5 events
expected from SM processes, mainly due to two-pho-
ton interactions. Thus no evidence for stop or sbot-
tom is found and upper limits are derived on their
production cross sections.
Model-independent cross section limits in the M ,q˜
M 0 plane are given in Fig. 2 for stop and sbottomx˜1
˜
0assuming 100% branching fraction for the t “cx˜1 1
˜
0and b “bx decays. The limits are obtained by˜1 1
combining the present results with those obtained at
’ w xs s161–172 GeV and 183 GeV 5 . The evaluated
limits correspond to luminosity weighted average
cross sections. In the medium DM region cross
sections larger than 0.08 pb are excluded.
The cross section limits for stop production as-
˜suming t “b l n decay, in the two scenarios for˜1
lepton flavours, l s e, m, t with equal probability
or lst , are given in Fig. 3. Cross sections larger
than 0.05 pb are excluded if the mass difference
DMsM yM is greater than 25–35 GeV.q n˜ ˜
7. MSSM interpretation
In the MSSM the stop and sbottom production
cross sections depend on the squark mass and the
mixing angle cosu . Comparing the theoretical pre-LR
diction with the 95% C.L. limit on the production
cross section, we determine the excluded mass re-
˜ ˜ ˜gions for t and b . Fig. 4a shows the excluded t1 1 1
mass region as a function of M and M 0 at cosu
˜t x LR˜1 1
˜
0s1 and 0.57 for the t “cx decay. For this decay˜1 1
mode, stop masses below 88 GeV are excluded
under the assumptions of DMsM yM 0 greater
˜t x˜1 1
than 15 GeV and cosu s1. For the same values ofLR
DM and in the most pessimistic scenario of cosu LR
s0.57, the mass limit is 81 GeV. The region where
˜
0t “bWx decay is kinematically accessible and˜1 1
becoming the dominant decay mode, is also indi-
cated. This decay is not considered in the analysis.
The exclusion plot for the sbottom is given in Fig.
4b for cosu s1 and cosu s0.39. SbottomLR LR
masses below 85 GeV are excluded assuming DM
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Fig. 4. 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the MSSM on the masses of
˜
0 .  .a stop decaying via t “cx and b sbottom decaying via˜1 1
˜
0b “bx as a function of the neutralino mass with maximal and˜1 1
minimal cross section assumptions. For comparison results on stop
w xsearches obtained by CDF 7 and on sbottom searches obtained
w xby D0 8 experiments are also shown.
greater than 15 GeV and cosu s1. In the mostLR
pessimistic scenario of cosu s0.39, the mass limitLR
obtained is 64 GeV.
The excluded stop mass regions, if the dominant
three-body decays are kinematically open, are given
˜in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a corresponds to t “b l n, l s e,˜1
˜m, t with equal probability. Here the lower t mass1
limits are 89 GeV and 86 GeV for cosu s1 andLR
0.57, respectively. The corresponding exclusion lim-
˜its for stop decays through t “bt n are shown in˜1
Fig. 5b. Mass limits of 88 GeV and 83 GeV are
obtained, assuming DM)15 GeV.
For a fixed value of DMs15 GeV the excluded
stop and sbottom masses as a function of the mixing
angle are shown in Fig. 6. The exclusion limits
mainly reflect the cross section behaviour. At cosu LR
˜ ˜s1, the t and b cross sections are quite similar.1 1
As cosu decreases squark production proceedsLR
mainly via g exchange rendering the sbottom pro-
duction cross section about 4 times lower than that
of the stop. Consequently, the sbottom exclusion
limits are relatively modest at low cosu values.LR
For squarks of the first two generations, the same
selection efficiencies are assumed as for the stop
Fig. 5. 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the MSSM on the mass of
˜ .stop decaying via a t “b l n, l se,m,t with equal probability˜1
˜ .and b t “bt n, as a function of the sneutrino mass with˜1
maximal and minimal cross section assumptions. The sneutrino
mass limit obtained at LEP1 is also shown.
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Fig. 6. 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the MSSM as a function of
˜
0 .the mixing angle cosu for the a stop decaying via t “c x˜LR 1 1
˜
0 .  .  .solid line and sbottom decaying via b “bx dashed line , b˜1 1
˜stop decaying via t “b l n, l se,m,t with equal probability˜1
˜ .  .solid line and t “bt n dashed line .˜1
two-body decays, because of the similar event
 .topologies jets and missing energy . Then the cross
section limits given in Fig. 2a are interpreted in
terms of degenerate squark masses. Fig. 7a shows
the squark mass limit as a function of the LSP mass.
Two scenarios are considered: ‘left’ and ‘right’
squark degeneracy or only ‘right’ squark production.
In the first case, with four degenerate squark flavours,
the mass limit is set at 91.5 GeV for DM greater
than 10 GeV. In the case of only ‘right’ squark
production, the mass limit is 90 GeV. The regions
excluded, if all squarks but the stop are degenerate
are also shown.
Assuming gaugino unification at the GUT scale,
the results on the four degenerate squarks are reinter-
preted on the M , M plane as shown in Fig. 7b.g q˜ ˜
Moreover, the gaugino unification allows a transfor-
mation of the absolute limit on M , obtained from2
the chargino, neutralino and scalar lepton searches
w x3 , into a limit on the gluino mass as shown in Fig.
w x7b. This is done using the ISAJET program 27 . For
 .Fig. 7. a 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the MSSM on the masses
0  .of the degenerate squarks decaying via q“qx . b Excluded˜ ˜ 1
 .regions in the M , M plane. The dark shaded area is excludedg q˜ ˜
from the search of squarks of the first two families, assuming the
mass degeneracy among different flavours and between ‘left’–
‘right’ squarks. The light shaded area illustrates indirect limits on
the gluino mass, derived from the chargino, neutralino and scalar
lepton searches. The regions excluded by the CDF and D0 collab-
w xorations 28 are valid for tanb s4 and msy400 GeV. The
w xexclusions obtained by the UA1 and UA2 29 collaborations are
also shown.
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tanbs4, gluino masses up to about 210y250 GeV
are excluded at 95% C.L.
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